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Annual Fourth Amendment Symposiums
2002:  Technology

2003:  Race & Ethnicity

2004:  "Tools" to Interpret 

2005: Computer Searches and Seizures

all at WWW.NCJRL.org

2005:  Computer Searches and Seizures

2006:  Role of Objective vs. Subjective Intent

2007:  Independent State Grounds

2008:  Border Searches -- digital and physical

2009:  "Great dissents"

2010:  Fourth Amendment Rights of Children

Cyber Crime and Digital Evidence 
Publications / Projects

lots on line at   www.NCJRL.org

including:

Email delivered Cyber Crime Newsletter

Internet Victimization Symposium

Materials  on computer-related crime

4 day search and seizure course

Comprehensive Search and Seizure for Judges

Grant-funded Judicial courses

Reno         -- May 6-10, 2012

OXFORD   -- Sept 12-15, 2011
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digital search and seizure courses

Computer Searches and Seizures for Trial Judges

OXFORD, MS   -- Aug 25-26, 2011
Dec 8-9, 2011
April 2-3, 2012

Technology-Assisted Crimes Against Children: 

Pretrial Motions Practice
Reno -- May 19-20, 2011

May 3-4, 2012

ICAC courses

Trial Issues in ICAC cases
AUG 1-2, 2011 (Reno)UG , 0 ( e o)
(materials on-line)

ICAC courses

Internet Child Pornography

Oxford – Oct 17-18
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WEBINARS on Internet Technology

Web Browsing 101 – Jan. 12

Hiding Tracks on the Web – Feb. 23

Interactive Media – Mar 30Interactive Media Mar. 30

Mobile Devices – Apr. 20

Peer-to-Peer Technologies – May 11

Emerging Uses/Cutting Edge Technologies – June 22

recorded/ live at NCJRL.org

NCJRL.org

today's materials

1.  handouts --

• structure of Fourth Amendment analysis

• current S. Ct. cases  (periodically updated on line)

2 Computer searches and seizures (article on line)

Power points  and materials
available at:

WWW. NCJRL.org

2.  Computer searches and seizures  (article on line)
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Reasonableness clause

The right of the people to be secure in their 
persons, houses, papers, and effects, 
against unreasonable searches and seizures,
shall not be violated,

Amendment IV

Warrant clause

and no Warrants shall issue, but upon 
probable cause, supported by Oath or 
affirmation, and particularly describing the 
place to be searched, and the persons or 
things to be seized.

Federal vs. State guarantees

States free to interpret OWN constitution to
provide more protections to individuals

 increasing trend:  PA, CT, OR, …..

 contra    CA, FL, … prohibited from doing so

 Symposium, 77 Miss. L.J. 1 (2007) 
lots of info on developments ....

Missouri Constitution Art. I, § 15

That the people shall be secure in their persons, 
papers, homes and effects, from unreasonable 
searches and seizures;searches and seizures; 

and no warrant to search any place, or seize any 
person or thing, shall issue without describing the 
place to be searched, or the person or thing to be 
seized, as nearly as may be; nor without probable 
cause, supported by written oath or affirmation.
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“Missouri’s constitutional ‘search and seizure’ 
guarantee, article I, section 15, is 
co-extensive with the Fourth Amendment.”

MO methodology

State v. Deck, 994 S.W.2d 527, 534 (Mo. 1999)

Same analysis applies under both provisions. 

State v. Oliver, 293 S.W.3d 437, 442 (Mo. 2009)

a significant departure

 Addressing scope of permissible stop, continues to 
apply least intrusive means analysis

State v Oliver 293 S W 3d 437 442 (Mo 2009)State v. Oliver, 293 S.W.3d 437, 442 (Mo. 2009)
State v. Hughes, 899 S.W.2d 92, 99 (Mo. Ct. App. 

1994)

 Inconsistent with more recent SCT case law

how many times 
daily?
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structure of 4th Amendment analysis 

IN EVERY CASE, ....

1.  Does the 4th Apply?

A.  Gov't activity: "Search"  or  "Seizure"  

B.  Protected interest

2.  Is it Satisfied?
 "Reasonable" 
 Warrant Clause requirements

[3.  Remedies?]

Bond

physical manipulation of bus passenger's 
carry-on luggage

two sided nature of applicability question

carry on luggage

When does seizure occur:  two types

Physical

1.  officer PHYSICALLY TOUCHES suspect
2.  with intent to seize person

- does NOT have to gain control over 
suspect  --- mere physical contact

Show of Authority

1.  SHOW OF AUTHORITY demonstrating person is not free 
to leave / decline police requests

2.  person SUBMITS to show of authority
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Suspect Who Throws Evidence

 If stop occurs before evidence thrown, evidence 
cannot be used to justify stop.

 If evidence thrown before stop, officer can seize 
object and use object to justify stopobject and use object to justify stop 

California v. Hodari D.,
499 U.S. 621 (1991)

State v. Gabbert, 213 S.W.3d 713 (Mo. Ct. App. 2007)

seizure occurred when suspect complied with order to 
remove his hands from his pocket

State v. Shahid, 813 S.W.2d 38 (Mo. Ct. App. 1991)

Mo  in accord

no seizure until suspect “fully complied” or  
“completely submitted”

when officer ordered suspect to raise his hands and 
he only placed one above his head while throwing 
drugs with other, no seizure occurred

physical intrusions
"Search"
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What about other forms of intrusions?

 Use of other unaided senses:

 sight
 hearing
 smell

taste taste

 Use of technology to aid senses:

 chemical tests
 binoculars
 flashlights
 thermo imagers
 trained dogs

categorical exclusion of some 
techniques

"canine sniff"

. . .  not a search within meaning of F/A

• pen registers
• beepers in cars
• visual surveillance
• etc......

Dog sniff not a search.  Wallace v. State, 221 P.3d 967 (Wyo. 2009).

part B -- protected interests

4th:

"The right of the people to be g p p
SECURE in their persons, houses, 
papers, and effects . . . ."
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step #1: is object on list?

person, house, paper, or effect

step #2: quality protected?step #2:   quality protected? 

does defendant have protected interest
in that object implicated by gov't 
activity?

objects protected

only four objects protected: only four objects protected: persons, houses, persons, houses, 
papers, and effectspapers, and effects

step #1:step #1: is object on the list?is object on the list?

(ex)(ex) "people"  "people"  ---- do not include foreigners in do not include foreigners in 
foreign countryforeign country

(ex)(ex) "house"  "house"  ---- includes apts, hotel rooms, includes apts, hotel rooms, 
businessesbusinesses

open fields 
“the special protection accorded by the F/A to the people in 
their ‘persons, houses, papers, and effects,’ is not extended 
to the open fields.  The distinction between the latter and the 
house is as old as the common law.”

Hester v. U.S.Hester v. U.S., 265 U.S. 57 (1924), 265 U.S. 57 (1924)

agents trespassed onto private land investigating moonshinersagents trespassed onto private land investigating moonshiners

HesterHester’s holding “founded upon the explicit language of ’s holding “founded upon the explicit language of 
the Fourth Amendment”the Fourth Amendment”

Oliver v. United StatesOliver v. United States, 466 U.S. 170 (1984), 466 U.S. 170 (1984)
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applicability detailed

objects protected

people 

"security" of each object implicated

by "search": by "seizure":

REP analysis liberty 

houses

papers

effects

REP " possession

REP " possession

REP " possession

Protected Interests:

1.  Liberty:

freedom to go where one chooses

gov't activity:  seizure

2.  Possession
gov't activity:  seizure

"meaningful interference with an 
individual's possessory interests" in 

tproperty
Soldal v. Cook County, 506 U.S. 56 (1992)
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3. Privacy

"principal object" protected

Gov't Activity: "SEARCH"
___________________________________________ 
Two part test:

1.  person exhibits actual, subjective expectation of privacy

2.  society recognizes that expectation as reasonable
Smith v. Maryland, 442 U.S. 735, 740 (1979)

If either prong missing, no protected interest 

expectation of privacy analysis

Reasonable expectations:  two prongs –

 actual EP 
 society recognizes EP as legitimatey g g

reduced expectations:

apply gov't friendly reasonableness analysis

no REP:  
amendment does not apply as to search

partial list  -- NO R.E.P.

Prison CellsPrison Cells
HandwritingHandwriting
Facial CharacteristicsFacial Characteristics
Movements OutsideMovements Outside
Open Fields Open Fields 
Bank RecordsBank Records
Trash  Trash  Barekman v. State, 200 P.3d 802 (Wyo. 2009)
VIN numbersVIN numbers
Field testing of suspected drugsField testing of suspected drugs

NO PROTECTED INTEREST  NO PROTECTED INTEREST  ---- F/A  does NOT apply  F/A  does NOT apply  ----
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Reduced Expectations of Privacy

 automobiles

 commercial property
(especially highly regulated industries:
gun dealer, coal mine, liquor business, auto  junkyard)

 some employees at work: train operators, customs

 children at school

 individuals entering at international border

 probationers

 parolees (maybe none)

 What happens if court finds reduced EP?

Departs from traditional reasonableness models.

 What happens if court finds no  REP?

Amendment inapplicable.

No inquiry into "Reasonableness" 

example:  vehicles

Reasonable Reasonable 
expectationsexpectations

reduced reduced 
expectationsexpectations

no one has full REP

driver /owners -- reduced REP

reasonable model changes:  no warrant for 
b bl b d h

no REPno REP

probable cause based searches

car thief (Rakas)

renter after lease expires (some courts)

passengers
(Rakas -- as to glove box, under search)

Therefore:  no standing
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How to find  "legitimate" expectation of 
privacy?

look to:

1  real property law

2 personal property law

3 "understandings that are recognized or 
permitted in society"

California v. Ciraolo, 476 U.S. 207 (1986)

Rakas v. Illinois, 439 U.S. 128 (1978)

Guests in houses
1.  Jones

-stayed in apt while owner away
-had clothes, key

2.  Olson
-stayed overnight

3.  Carter
- bagged cocaine for a couple hours

voluntary disclosure; assumption of risk

assume risk that third party will disclose information,assume risk that third party will disclose information,
item to gov'titem to gov't

includes --

• informants
• undercover agents
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assuming 4th Applies, is it Satisfied?

• "Reasonable" : 5 main "tests"

• if warrant needed, Warrant Clause 
requirements
_____________________________________

Reasonableness clause:  

The right of the people to be secure in their persons, houses,

papers, and effects, against unreasonable searches and seizures, 
shall not be violated,

Warrant clause:

and no Warrants shall issue, but upon probable cause, supported 
by Oath or affirmation, and particularly describing the place to be 
searched, and the persons or things to be seized.

Two aspects to question  what is Reasonable?

The core 4th Amendment concept  -- its meaning serves to 
regulate:

1.  under what circumstances s/s may occur

2.   scope of intrusion

NYC:  random searches on subways
7/05"We live in a world where, sadly, these types of security 

measures are needed."
Mayor Michael Bloomberg
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backscatter van
 http://www.as-e.com/zbv/

Backscatter Van.wmv
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Satisfaction:

Reasonableness tests --

overall framework

•exigent circumstances

• vehicles

• inventory

• stops and frisks

• plain view

lots of "satisfaction" issues

overall framework 
to "Unreasonable"

p

• consent

• Probable Cause vs. articulable 
suspicion

• Warrant Issuance and Review

•Warrant Execution Issues

Main "reasonableness" Models

#1:   Warrant Preference

#2.   Totality of the Circumstances

#3:  Individualized Suspicion 

#4:  Balancing Test

#5:   Common Law as of 1791 plus 
Balancing

#1        Warrant Preference

1st clause recognizes pre-existing right against 
unreasonable  s/s and 2d clause defines R---

Reasonableness turns on whether officers have valid 
warrant, which is issued based on

Probable Cause
Oath
Particular Description

BURDEN:   gov't must justify exception by 
showing strong need
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• preference stated in various ways
• justification for model ?
• modern status

“Our analysis begins, as it should in every case addressing the 
reasonableness of a warrantless search, with the basic rule that ‘searches 
conducted outside the judicial process, without prior approval by judge or 
magistrate, are per se unreasonable under the Fourth Amendment--
subject only to a few specifically established and well delineatedsubject only to a few specifically established and well-delineated 
exceptions.” 

Arizona v. Gant, 129 S. Ct. 1710 (2009)

EXCEPTIONS:  22 by Scalia's count 99 %
CA v. Acevedo, 500 U.S. 565, 581-82 (1991)

90 - 99 %

#2.    Totality of the Circumstances

"Reasonableness":  no intrinsic criteria to measure

"total atmosphere"  -- no factors

case-by-case analysiscase by case analysis

if search otherwise R-, don't need warrant
____________________

(ex)  knock and announce  - how  long do you have to wait?

Warrant preference vs. totality:
Is it reasonable to s/ one room office incident to arrest?

Chimel: no

Implement warrant preference 
by creating reach, grab rule

Rabinowitz: yes
(overruled by Chimel)

Entire office w/in "control" of  
person

Chimel v. CA, 395 US 752 
(1969)

US v. Rabinowitz, 339 US 56 
(1950)
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#2.    Totality of  Circumstances

current status 

knock and announce  - how  long do police have to 
wait?

#3    Individualized Suspicion

Probable cause or articulable suspicion needed to s/s

Key concept:

uses objective criteria outside gov't’s control to measure propriety
of intrusion

Focus of inquiry:Focus of inquiry:

only if target provides objectively measurable reason may gov't 
intrude

(Ex)
police investigating rape cannot seize young African-American men and 
take to headquarters for questioning & fingerprinting simply because 
assailant described as Negro youth

Davis v. MS, 394 U.S. 721 (1969)

#3    Individualized Suspicion 

two dimensions

regulates:

1. when initial intrusion justified1. when initial intrusion justified

2. scope of intrusion performed
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Two tiers only

Stops:

articulable suspicion
person is engaged in 
criminal activity

Frisks:

articulable suspicion
person is armed and 
dangerous

#1

Arrests:  

probable cause person 
is engaged in criminal 
activity

Searches:  

probable cause object 
contains evidence of crime

#2

#4   Balancing Test 

"Unfortunately, there can be no ready test 
for reasonableness other than balancing thefor reasonableness other than balancing the 
need to search against the invasion which 
the search entails."

Camara v. Mun. Ct, 387 U.S. 523 (1967)

Balancing Test 

Factors:
(a) gov't interests

» aggregate

(b) individual interests
» one person 
» hierarchy of privacy interests

“Practical realities” of balancing test “militate in favor of 
the needs of law enforcement, and against a personal-
privacy interest that is ordinarily weak.”

WY v. Houghton, 526 U.S. 295, 306 (1999).
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administrative inspections
-housing
-business
-closely regulated businesses

searches of gov't workplaces

Balancing frequently 
used

students

drug testing

vehicle checkpoints / entranceway screening

probationers / parolees

"special needs"

Reduced Expectations of Privacy

automobiles
[eliminates warrant requirement]

commercial property
{especially in highly regulated industries:
gun dealer, coal mine, liquor business, auto  junkyard}

some employees at work:  (ex)  train operators, customs

children at school

international border

probationers

parolees (maybe none)

expectation of privacy analysis

Reasonable expectations:  two prongs –
1) actual EP 
2) society recognizes EP as legitimate

reduced expectations:reduced expectations:

apply gov't friendly reasonableness analysis

no REP:
amendment does not apply as to Search
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#5 Common Law as of 1791  plus Balancing 

Wyoming v. Houghton, 526 US 295 (1999):

step #1  Was action regarded as unlawful s/s under c/l 
at framing? 

if c/l answers Q, stop;  if not, go to step two

step #2 Apply balancing test

How to choose between models?

Indianapolis v. Edmond, 531 U.S. 32 (2000)

• s/s  "ordinarily unreasonable" absent individualized 
suspicion of wrongdoing

• balancing limited to where  "primary purpose" of s/s 
not to detect evidence of "ordinary criminal 
wrongdoing"

search incident arrest

traditional doctrine

rationale: 1.  officer safety
2.  recover destructible evidence

exigency: prior to Robinson v. United States, 414 U.S. 218 (1973)

often seen as exception to warrant requirement
-- exigent circumstances rationale
-- need to justify each case

Robinson changed this:  per se rule:
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categorical approach of Robinson

only showing:  legal custodial arrest 

"It is the fact of the lawful arrest whichIt is the fact of the lawful arrest which 
establishes the authority to search, and we 
hold that in the case of a lawful custodial 
arrest a full search of the person is not only 
an exception to the warrant requirement of 
the Fourth Amendment, but is also a 
“reasonable” search . . .

permissible scope of SIA

1.  person: “unqualified authority"
Robinson

2.  reach and grasp area:  area w/in "immediate 
control"

Chimel

3.  vehicles: entire passenger compartment
Belton

Scope:  vehicle searches incident to arrest

New York v. Belton, 453 U.S. 454 (1981)

incident to arrest of auto occupant, police may 
search entire passenger compartment of car, 
including any open or closed containers, but not the 
trunktrunk

“Container” 
Any object capable of holding another object. "It 

thus includes closed or open glove compartments, consoles, or 
other receptacles located anywhere within the passenger 
compartment, as well as luggage, boxes, bags, clothing, and 
the like."
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MO followed

Based on Belton, police routinely removed persons 
from vehicles, arrest and secure them, and then 
return to search passenger compartment

E.g., State v. Scott,
200 S.W.3d 41 (Mo. Ct. App. 2006)

Gant:  a new approach for vehicles!!

Gant's two new holdings:
______________________________
1.  NO vehicle search incident to occupant's 

arrest after arrestee secured and cannot access 
interior of vehicleinterior of vehicle

or
2. circumstances unique to automobile context 

justify  search when reason to believe that 
evidence of offense of arrest might be in 
vehicle

majority
Stevens – Scalia, Souter, Thomas, Ginsburg

Scalia concurring
 dislikes rule but doesn't want 4-1-4
 majority opinion "artificial narrowing" of prior cases

 wants:  SIA vehicle only if object of S/ is evidence of crime for which 
arrest made

Breyer dissent:  stare decisis applies

Altio dissent (w/ CJ Roberts, Kennedy, and Breyer (in relevant part))

 Belton was good rule
 new rule:

why not apply to all arrestees?
why reason to believe sufficient to s/?
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holding #1 explained

can SIA "only when the arrestee is unsecured and 
within reaching distance of the passenger 
compartment at the time of the search"

f 4fn4:

". . .  it will be the rare case in which an officer is 
unable to fully effectuate an arrest so that a real 
possibility of access to the arrestee's vehicle 
remains"

holding #2 explained

circumstances unique to automobile context 
justify  S/I/A when reasonable to believe that 
evidence of offense of arrest might be inevidence of offense of arrest might be in 
vehicle

std:  "reasonable basis"

future litigation: Gant  
______________________________

 why is this not true of all SIA?

h t t ti i hi l ? why get more protection in vehicle?

 return to case-by-case exigency for

all SIA?
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not a constitutional right –

l b i

remedies:  exclusionary rule

sole basis:

deterrence of future police misconduct

how much longer?

Mich. v. Hudson, 547 U.S. 586 (2006):
no exclusion for knock & announce violations

remove 
orange?

“We cannot assume that exclusion in this 
context is necessary deterrence simply because 
we found that it was necessary deterrence in 
different contexts and long ago.  That would be 
forcing the public today to pay for the sins and 
inadequacies of a legal regime that existed 
almost half a century ago.”

new mode of analysis?

Herring: 

no exclusion for negligent record keeping of another 
police dep't

future rulings?

although officer may have violated F/A, 
... need not decide because any 
violation merely result of negligence
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Herring:  quest for culpability?

 suppression turns on

 "culpability" of police and
 potential to deter wrongful police conduct

 To get exclusion:

"exclusionary rule serves to deter 
deliberate, reckless, or grossly negligent 
conduct, or in some circumstances 
recurring or systemic negligence"

Mo. v. Grayson, __ S.W.3d  __ (Mo. 
March29, 2011)

exclusion applies to arrest based on outstanding 
warrant discovered during unlawful traffic stop

Herring not cited

officer knew as soon as stop occurred that G was not
suspect but continued to detain

Deliberate misconduct ?

 Tolentino v. NY: DMV records not fruit of illegal stop
 CERT dismissed on March 29!

2008 S Ct Term

1. Qualified immunity  -- Pearson v. Callahan

2.  Exclusionary rule -- US v. Herring

3.  Frisk of vehicle passengers -- Arizona v. Johnson

summary on line

4.  Search incident to arrest -- vehicle occupants
-- Arizona v. Gant

5.  Student searches --
Safford School Dist. v. Redding
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Frisks of Vehicle Passengers: 

Arizona v. Johnson, 555 U.S. __ (2009)

 unanimous opinion 

 vehicle passenger can be frisked during vehicle 
stop if police have articulable suspicion to 
believe passenger is armed and dangerousbelieve passenger is armed and dangerous

 Johnson back-seat passenger of vehicle legally stopped for 
non-criminal vehicular infraction

 good review of police can do during traffic stop

2009 S Ct Term

1.  DUI stops – cert. denied
Va v. Harris (Roberts dissent)

2.  Exigent Circumstances

see summary

Mich v. Fisher

3.  Expectations of Privacy in gov't-issued pager

City of Ontario v. Quon  

Summary, 2010 Term

 KY v. King: 

police do not create exigent circumstances by 
knock/announce

 Ashcroft v. Al-Kidd:

• detention of material witness valid when based 
on warrant

• role of individualized suspicion
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Summary, 2010 Term

 Davis v. United States

 no retroactivity of Gant

 new good faith exception for reliance on 
appellate decisions

 Exclusionary rule -- emphasizes Herring 
culpability std 

Questions?

1.  Does the 4th  Apply?

gov't activity: "Search"  or  "Seizure"  
lib i iProtected interest: liberty, possession, privacy

2.  Is it Satisfied?
"Reasonable" 
Warrant Clause requirements

3.  Remedies?

The Fourth Amendment

Its History and Interpretation
$70 on 

Thomas K. Clancy 

FREE semi-annual supplements

www.cap-press.com/books/1795

Amazon
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 agendas
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 course descriptions
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 this course

 Power points, videos, binder materials
available at:

WWW. NCJRL.org


